Apply equation (1) and (3) to (5). Then,
in the main text. When silicon expands without constraint, the thickness of crystalline Si and Li x Si are defined as t Si and t LixSi , respectively. When the whole structure is mechanically clamped by the contact, the thickness of deformed crystalline Si and Li x Si are limited by a sum of the initial thickness of crystalline Si, t 0 and half of the initial gap, g/2. Then, the adjusted displacement of the whole structure due to the mechanical clamping is expressed as:
Upon lithiation without constraint, t 0 is the initial thickness of crystalline Si, t 1 is the thickness of consumed Finally, normal stress of mechanical clamped lithiated Si after contact for the depth of lithiation (t 1 /t 0 ) is expressed as:
Supplementary Note 2: Finite element analysis of lithiation of unclamped/clamped Si nanopillars
Finite element package (ABAQUS, 2010 version) estimated stress evolution of Si nanopillar upon lithiation, with considering isotropic elastic and perfectly plastic model as our previous study presented 2 . The used mechanical properties are shown in Supplementary Table 1 . We used the thermal expansion model of the lithiated Si for the given temperature field as an analogy of volume expansion for the concentration of Li in Si and calculated corresponding stress in the structure. To mimic the sharp interface of crystalline Si and Li x Si moving toward the center upon lithiation, we defined artificial discrete temperature profile marching with given speed as shown in Supplementary Fig. 6a . Then, T 0 and T 1 represent zero Li concentration in crystalline Si and fully lithiated Si (Li 3.75 Si) with 400% volume change (300% volume expansion), respectively.
For the unclamped case of 550nm diameter <110> Si pillar, <110> direction (lateral) has preferential expansion than <100> direction (vertical), so marching speed along <110> direction is defined 5 times faster than along <100> direction (ν <110> : ν <100> = 5 : 1) according to the experiment ( Supplementary Fig. 6b ). The clamped case has same structure and temperature profile with unclamped case before the contact ( Supplementary Fig. 6c ). But, lateral displacement is confined to 160 nm and ν <110> is zero after the full contact as the experiment observed ( Supplementary Fig. 6d ). However, at the last stage of lithiation, compressive normal stress along <110> direction is relaxed due to large deformation along <100> direction, so the reaction front along<110> direction is set to move again with the same velocity as ν <100> . The simulation results show Li concentration profile and corresponding in-plane principle stress profile for both cases in Supplementary Movie 6 and 7, respectively.
